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1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
In meson theory Duffin [2] and Kemmer [5] introduced the socalled 
Duffin-Kemmer algebra to make the second order wave equation 
into a linear form 
Moreover Kemmer [6] and Fujiwara [3] considered an algebra generated 
from npU (p = 1,2,..., n). The former author discussed on the representations 
of the algebra using “linearlized n-dimensional wave equations”, and obtained 
the decomposition scheme of the representations a d results corresponding 
to Theorems 1 and 14 in this paper. The latter author first introduced the 
notation 4 (E + ~~7,) (p = 1,2,..., n E, = &- 1) which is written e in 
this paper, and obtained the results corresponding toTheorems 1,2,6 and 9. 
He also intuitively constructed the linearly independent elements of this 
algebra. Besides in the recent paper [8], Tokuoka has attempted to resolve 
the algebra of n = 4 into subalgebras. Further references for the applications 
or discussions on this algebra in physics are given, for example, in [3] and 
[8], and Boerner has referred alittle tothis algebra in his work [l]. However, 
it seems that the complete analysis ofthis algebra using the general theory of 
rings has never been done, so we now clarify the structure of this algebra s a 
ring and discuss the regular epresentations of the algebra. Then we can 
understand Tokuoka’s treatment more simply as is shown in Appendix 1. 
First we define the algebra nd some notations. Let K be a field of complex 
numbers and let ‘S& be an algebra over K. 
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DEFINITION 1. 113, is an algebra generated by unity (= 1) and j3, (K E N, 
N is a set of numbers 1, 2,..., n) which are defined as follows: 
where I%~ = h?A - 
As subsidiary notations we introduce 7K and & 
(1) 
DEFINITION 2. qK (K EN) are defined by 
DEFINITION 3. t: (K EN) are defined by 
From those definitions one can recognize that the algebra b, is a non- 
commutative algebra with zero divisors, and that three elements (1, &q) 
or ([+, [-, /I) make a triplet in every index K. There further exists a 
triplet (a+, (Y-, a”) as follows: 
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DEFINITION 4. One defines a:, a; and a,0 (K E N) by 
Then 
CCL;=1 (;=+,-,O), 
(a>)2 = a,i, a,ja,j = 0 (i Zi), 
p a+ = a,‘, K K &a,- = - a- p a 0 = 0. K’ KK (7) 
But those aKi are not commutative for different K and the commutators have 
complicated expressions. 
2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF 2& 
In view of the commutativity of Q with vA or of [f with 8: (K # h), we 
have two sets of a basis of the commutative subring in ?& . A subring enera- 
ted from 1 and Q, is a commutator ring of subset {1, Q> (p E N) and its rank 
is 2”. The basis of this subring is 1, Q, , qUY ,..., T ,,~ *...” .Alternatively we
have another basis of the commutative subring: {E1E2 *a* 2% 1 SU E ([z , Q}. 
Any element e, in the latter case, is an orthogonal idempotent: 
e2 = e, ee’ = 0 (e’ # 4 (8) 
as easily verified. Also it follows that 
pqE2...Es = 1 
by using (4), where the sum is carried over all possible aM . 
(9) 
THEOREM 1. The rank of 23, is (2nnf1). 
PROOF. The basis of !& is arranged as follows: 
1, B . . . II) B Olb ’ 3 B * lQLl~..‘L+,) 
7A 3 ?A 9 7d3ul,z 9 -..7 7ABulu~.‘.~,4~ 
7A,A, ? 7&3r P 7A&3upz % *.*> 7AJ3LLpz...~“-2~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
7.4,&o. .A*-* 7 7AlAZ. ..hJu; 
7A,A,. ..A "; (10) 
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where hi , pLi E N and these are all different numbers.1 Then the number of 
the elements arranged in the first row is 
and for the (S + 1)th row (see Appendix 2 for the calculation) 
where [a] means an integer part of a. The sum total is 
On the other hand, one can express the elements (10) by using c, c‘;, & 
(K EN) in the form Ail&; .a* Ain , where A,, stands for f,‘, 6; or ,!I,, and 
(4 , ia ,..., i ) is some permutation of (1,2,..., n). But Aik can be arranged in 
the order of il < ia < .*. < i, except in case of noncommutativity, say /3.u 
(f /3rs). The element A,IA, .*a Ain is also deformable in the form 
R p *-a EnpA (alternatively flAkIEI .** S,J where A E I’, , IT, "lU2 means a set 
of indices 0, pu, pFL1ps ,..., pIpa *** tag (pFLE. E IV) and & = 1. Then any element in 
(10) can be expressed by, for example, 
/$, = c qq -a* E,& = c A,Pis . . . Ain 
B i 
and conversely, an arbitral element Er .** &/?A can be expressed by using 
the elements in (10). The elements P P *a* UlK2 Enpa (A E F,) are clearly linear 
independent. Therefore the set {SrEs **. &$,I A E I’,, E& E (6:) t;)} can 
be taken as a basis of ?& instead of (10). In fact, it can be verified that the 
number of the elements ErEs .*a -F,pA is also (“z’) as follows: 
Consider the idempotent cilia..+, = ft.$t .*A @j;,, -*a .$(& E N, r E (0, N) 
and Y = 0 means es = & a*. EC) and suppose Y > n - Y conventionally. Then 
nonzero elements of the form ei,~,.,.i,!3~,m,...m D must satisfy the conditions 
ml, 3 ,..., I ml+1 E (il , i, ,..., 6) for even p % for odd p, 
ma , m4 ,..., 
J 
m, E (h,, ,A+2 ~-.LLz) 
for even p 
mpl for odd p. 
1 Notice that the elements having interchanged indices among pl, p8 ,..,, and 
among pa, II, ,..., respectively, are equal to the original element apart from a sign. 
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Hence we have ( iD) (“6’) elements for even p, or (&r,) (,LTr,) elements for 
odd p. For all possible p the total number of the elements become 
a (” 0 ‘I+ 6) (” 0 ‘) + 0 (” ; ‘) + ..’ + (;,) (ZJ 
+(i(p;2))(ntpl)t...+(n_:+l)i::I:j=(n~1). 
Now summing over all I, we have 
j$~(3=i’“3 
If an element ei, ...i.pm ,... m,, is multiplied from right by certain element 
where 
Especially 
t= 
i VI 
4 if p is even 
-q+l if p is odd. 
(eil...i,kLl...m,)2 
if /3m,...m, = PO = 1, 
(pB may be zero), 
(13) 
if An,. * mlp = Sili,+li2i,+a.. 2i,-li,-lj,i I 
and r=s=J-(n+l),nisodd, 
otherwise, 
where (jS+r , js+s ,..., j ) is a complement of (& , is ,..., i,) and i, j E N. Those 
facts lead to the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. If n is even, the elements {eiI...i, / nEN, r E (0, N)} E 23,, 
are idempotents and all other elements 
{ei,...$A j A E r, , A # 0, iti E N, r E (0, N)) E % 
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are nilpotmts. If n is odd, n = 2s - 1, the elements 
{eil...i, I kE N, r E (0, N)} E 23% 
are idempotents and an element x = /3seil...i = e,l..,,J?s = /3, E 23, has a 
property Z? = (- 1)8-l eil...i, , where S = il j,+,i, j,,, .** jnmlisP1 j,& . All 
other elements {ef,...iJA 1A E r, , k i EN, r E (0, N), A f 0, S} E 23, are nil- 
potents. 
Here we remark that in the case of odd n (= 2s - I), there exists a special 
eIement z for each fixed index i1 **a i, : ei,...t z = .zeil..+ = x (for brevity * I 
we omit the index of z). So we have 
eil...i,%qneil...i, = (0, z, e+..& 
This fact shows that eil...i, is not a primitive idempotent (cf. the proof of 
Theorem 4). But now if we define y = zx for an arbitrary element 
we have 
x E {ei,...i,8A I A E r,-, , s = S (n + I)), 
zy = 2% = (- 1)8-l x. (14) 
Note thaty = z for x = eiI...i,. Then elements (jc + Fy) and i (X - Fly) 
satisfy the following relatrons: 
ij (e + is-%) 4 (LX + Fy) = 4 (x + Fly) 
Q (e + is%) 4 (x - is-‘y) = 0, 
4 (x’ f Py’) 4 (x + Fy) = 0 
4 (x’ f i+ly’) Q (x - Ply) = 0, 
4 (e - i+z) 4 (x + Fly) = 0 
4 (e - is-?z) 8(x - Fly) = & (x - is-ly), 
and in view of the fact that 
x & i8-ly = (e f is-%) /?A 
we find that it is reasonable to define 
(15) 
et...* , = Q (eil...i, f i”‘x). (16) 
[Though we do not write the index of z explicitly, we define x
so that the numbers js+r , js+s ,..., j , are always arranged in the 
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order of jsfl < js+a < ..* <j, from left o right, since those are 
interchangeable by changing a sign of the fl. The index ii *** i, of 
e* comes from those of )gi1j8+li,...i,-,i,i, and the order of ii ,..., i has 
also meaning. Note that the interchange of any two numbers 
ij t--t i, occurs ei + eF, for example, e+ - e- - 123 - 213 = %21 = 41 ' For 
the definition fthe order of i’s see the note on p. 189. Note that 
A E r,-, and not r,, .] 
Indeed we can verify that those are orthogonal idempotents: 
(e*)2 = e*, e+e- x e-e+ E 0 (17) 
and as we shall show later these are primitive idempotents. Those facts lead 
to the Theorems 5 and 6 in the next section. 
THEOREM 3. Algebra 8, is semiprime. 
PROOF. Let % be a set of nilpotents in8, . Any nilpotent m E % has a 
form (S1Z2 *** &n) pi,. .i, (r = 1, 2 )..., n - 1) or fld,...i, if 71 is even. Then 
one can always find the elements a and a’ such that (ma)” = mu # 0 and 
(a’m)2 = a’m f 0, a, a’ E !& . In fact a = a’ = /3i,...i,ElS2 .** 6”, or 
L- )gi,...il  Hence 
This implies that there exist no nilpotent ideals in d, , i.e., 8, is semiprime. 
THEOREM 4. If n is even, elements e,l...il , i, E N, r E (0, N), are primitive 
orthogonal idempotents. If n is odd, n = 2s - 1, the elements eil.. i(r # s) 
and e:l.. i = + @il.. 4, + is-1f%li,+li,i,+2.. . j,i, 
the set of Lumbers j 
) are primitive idempotenk, where 
S+l , jS+a ,..., j is a complement of the set (il , i2 ,..., i,) and 
i,jEN. 
PROOF. Recall that an idempotent eof a ring R is primitive if and only if 
eRe contains no idempotents other than 0 and e ([7], p. 75). In fact we get 
e%&e~) = (0, e:)}, a a = z1 **a i, and (k) = t, -9 
C&e, = @,eJ otherwise. 
This completes the proof. 
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3. IDEALS IN ALGEBRA ‘& 
As a result of the discussion in the preceding section we have the theorems: 
THEOREM 5. A set {e,I...,sS, 1 A E r,} is a r&ht ideal I!~,...~, in $3, and its 
rank is (“‘;‘). Similarly, a set {pAeil... j,1 A E r,} is a left ideal Iii. . 6, of rank 
(nz’), where ik EN and r E (0, N) but r f Q (n + 1) if n is odd. In the latter 
case, s = 4 (n + l), sets (et..+, PA I A E F,+,} and {e;..+,PA 1A E r,,} are 
respectively right ideal, denoted by tt...i, and r<..+, of rank + (“,“), and likewise 
for a left ideal. 
THEOREM 6. Algebra FB,, has 2”, for even n, or 2n + (,tt+l,), for odd n, 
orthogonal primitive idempotents : 
whereforn=2s-1 
and 
e$..i , = 9 (ei,...i, f id-1~(ljs+lipj,+g...3,i,), 
Ze=l* 
Therefore ‘B,, can be expressed as a direct sum of the right or the left ideals as 
foll?o-ws : 
b, = r, + r1 + ra + *** + qj + **- + rla...n 
= e&L + el% + -*- + eu2Jn + *** + e12..$Bn 
= 10 + 11 + 12 + “’ + Iij + “* + Il~***n 
= %eo + f&e1 + --- + ?Bneij + -a- + %Q,,..., , 
where for odd n Q~...~, (Ii,...t,) means r&..i, -I- r<...i,(l$..t, + l<...t,). 
(19) 
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As a result of Theorems 3 and 4, any eb, , e*%), (%,e, Z&e*) is a minimal 
right (left) ideal (see, for example [7], p. 63). Theorem 6 shows that algebra 
23, , regarded as a right (left) %,-module (B)% (&B)), is completely reduc- 
ible. Thus we get: 
THEOREM 7. ~$3, is a semisimple algebra satisfying minimum condition for 
right (left) ideals. 
THEOREM 8. If one defines a, as follows: 
a, = q = r, 
a7 = c +.i, + c rk,...k,-,+, (r = 1, L.., [a 4) 
I k 
thm a, (r = 0, l,..., i3 nl> ad &+I,,2 are ideals. Here Cr means to sum over 
possible i1 *a* i,. with r fixed. 
PROOF. As already mentioned we have a relation 
eil...i,t%,...mp = t%,...m pekl-k81 
where 
I 
r if 
t= 
p is even 
n-r+1 if p is odd, 
(21) 
and K, .*a k, is determined from i1 *mm i,. and m, +** m9 (for detail see Appen- 
dix 3). This relation shows that there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between the element of the right !&,-module (b), and that of the left 23,- 
module &B). Therefore a,. can be reformed in the direct sum of the left 
ideals: 
% = c li14, -t c Ikl-k,-,+l 
a k 
and it is clear that a,a, = &a, . Hence a&, = ?&as = a7 , namely a, is an 
ideal. For r = !J (n + 1) notice that 
[Since, in this case, the order of il, ia ,..., i(,,+I),a hasmeaning, 
we must be careful to obtain the set of indices (kl **a kcS+1),2). Those 
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are obtained from the relation (21) for all possible m, *** m, with 
(il a-- i(n+lflz) fixed. If n = 5, for example, we must write the 
indices (ir ,is , is) and (A, , k, , As) in the following order except 
its cyclic order: 123,214, 125, 134,315, 145, 324,235, 425, and 345. 
In fact when one starts from e&s = 8 (e,ss - /3r4s5s) one obtains 
~,+,2A = Q P&h5 - P12425) E I+ r4s ,e&&s E I&, etc. and there appears 
no order of 245 etc.] 
On the ideals of !I& there are some theorems. 
THEOREM 9. Algebra 9, is a direct sum of the ideals: 
8, = Qo + a, + . . . + p 
for even n 
%+1)/2 + G+1)/2 for odd n, 
(22) 
where a,. are the orthogonal ideals: a,as = &a, . 
THEOREM 10. Each ideal a,. has an orthogonal idempotent q: 
co = e, 
(Y = 19 Z-7 EQ nl> 
if (23) 
The rank of a,. is (“:1)2 (r = 0, I,..., [&n]) and the rank of afB+l,,2 is & (+$1$,)2, 
and & Ed = 1. 
PROOF. The first statement is obvious. The rank of a, becomes 
by Theorem 5, and 
* (4 “,=‘l)l (4 (nn+ 
nfl 2 
1) 1 ( = ’ Hn+l) 1 
for T = + (n + 1). 
THEOREM 11. Ideals a, (r = 0, l,..., [Bn]) and a$+r),s me pime. 
PROOF. Let some element a E !& belong to a certain ideal, say a, . 
Then for arbitral b E 23, , 
I 0 a!&b C a,b 7 a, if b 4 aa if bEa=, 
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and if a # a, , then a23,b $ a, . Hence the condition ai$b C a, implies 
a E a, and b E a, which satisfies thedefinition fthe prime. The same holds 
for a zk (n+1)/2. 
THEOREM 12. Algebra b, is regular. 
PROOF. As will be shown in the next section (cf. (44)) there is always 
an element x E B, such that axa = a for arbitral e ement a E 8, . This is a 
definition fbeing regular. 
4, FURTHER PROPERTIES OF ALGEBRA B, 
We shall present here the more detail relations specifying the algebra ‘13, .
Many of those can be easily verified, sothose are arranged with a short proof 
or without it. Consider the right and left ideals rI , rrt , II, IIr C a, , where we 
abbreviate I = i1 *me i, and I’ = ii *** ;L (p = Y or rr - Y + 1). First assume 
that Y f Q (n + 1) when 71 is odd. We have 
I,q = &,a, ) (24) 
rA = IS,eI , (25) 
rr,rz = rr, (26) 
IfIf = 11 ) (27) 
where /IA is an element such that eIrpa = pAer, A E r, , and see Appendix 3 
to find such PA . The proof of (24) is as follows: 
Other relations can be proved in the same way. 
Given a = e&A E rl or a = pAer* E IIt ,then 
since 
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The proofs of the following are quite analogous to this: 
rJa = ~.pq , (29) 
UIJ = pAA*eJ = eIk?AA- , (30) 
IJa = 8J& , (31) 
where j?A* and p,,* are the solutions of the equations E?JpAp = @,&’ and 
pA”eJ = e&A” , respectively; those are given in Appendix 3. In particular 
rp2 = el# , 
aI* = eI . 
(32) 
(33) 
From (28) we have 
ua, = rI 
by summing over J with r fixed, and from this we obtain 
ad, = tr 
by summing over r. Similarly from (31) we get 
a,u = If , 
2&u = Ip . 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
Moreover from (24) we have 
WI = a, , (38) 
&a, = a, . (39) 
From those relations it follows that if we set a = e$A = ,k?&‘, 
b = eKpB = /3=eKl and a, b E a,. ,
UrJb = 8Jfe& = 8JI&eKr , (40) 
Ubb = 8JKedk = 6JdceK’ , (41) 
in which PC is a certain element such that e&?o = j&e, . Furthermore we get 
aa@ = e&2 = /keic, (42) 
u23,b = e& = &eK* . (43) 
Especially if we put b = u in (42) and (43), then K’ = I’ and there exists 
one and only one element belonging to both 11, and rr , namely it is U. Thus 
u!Bnu = UQ,U = urpz = UIIU = a. w 
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The element X = j&e1 satisfying the relation aXu = a must be a solution 
of e,pA, = pag1. This is a condition of aXa # 0, and we find a unique 
element X = e& . ..$. = &,...i,er where a = el/3i1...i, (Appendix 3). This 
X gives aXa = a.’ 
Again (43) leads to a special formula 
(45) 
where PC is defined by e& = &eK and there is no such ,Bc unless eI and eK 
belong to the same ideal. From (40) we find that e1/3c is only element satisfying 
the equation (45). Hence X = e& is a unique element satisfying 
elXeK = X (46) 
where fro is given by e,& = &eK. See moreover Appendix 3. Finally on 
repeating the argument we obtain 
b,a!23~ = a7 where aEa,. (47) 
Namely a, is a principal ideal generated by a. 
Now we consider the case when n is odd and T = $ (n + 1). In this case 
we know that there are two left, right and twosided ideals: If, rf and a$+1j,2 
respectively. This is a result of (14) and Y = n - I + 1 in (21), i.e., this case 
is rather special case of the above. Consequently the above relations remain 
valid about those ideals, so that II, rl , a7 and e may be replaced by IF, r;, 
a* (n+1j,2 and ef, respectively. 
5. REGULAR REPRESENTATIONS OF ALGEBRA 8, 
Now we consider the regular representations of algebra ‘B, . As a (right) 
representation modules of 23, , we take a right B,-, right K-module (23,&, 
where K is a field of complex numbers. Then the matrix representation 
M&J of & E 8, by (‘LB,), is defined by 
(Xl , x2 ,a*-, x (2n+l)) B = (Xl > x2 ****7 yn+l)) JwkJ, 
n n 
where an arbitral element of the representation module (‘B,& is written as 
xi uixi using a basis ur , u2 ,..., u (2nn+l) of PUK and xk E K. 
* Since the algebra 8, is symmetry with respect to the operations from right- and 
left-hand sides, it is clear that the right and left regular representations are identical. 
40912711-13 
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In view of Theorem 9, a matrix M(a) corresponding to an element a E $3, 
can be written in the following form: 
M(u) = 
for even n, and 
M(a) = . . 
A;tn+,) 
(49) 
for odd 71, where the matrix Ai corresponds to the element a, E ai , 
a = Ci a, , i.e., Ai is a representation of ai by (d,ai)K. Moreover an ideal 
ai is a direct sum of the simple right ideals as is stated in Theorem 8 and those 
are mutually operatorisomorphic asis well-known in the theory of ring (see 
also Appendix 3). Thus we obtain i n + 1, if n is even, or Q (n + 5), if II is 
odd, inequivalent irreducible matrix representations Mj by using non opera- 
torisomorphic right ideals as a representation module. So we have a theorem: 
THEOREM 13. The representation of !I$, by (23,& is completely reducible 
in such a form (48) OY (49), and this representation consists of Q n + 1, if n is 
even, or 4 (n + 5), if n is odd, inequivalent irreducible matrix representations 
Mj (and M* for odd n), where 
Aj = 
1 
n+l ( > j ’ 
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The matrix Mj (j = 0, l,..., [6n]) is a representation of %S3, by (riI...ij)K or by
(~il...z,-l+l)K 7 cd M~~n+1, are representations by (r~...ic,+,,,a)K. The order of 
M, is (n:‘), and that of M&+,, is $ (+;“n+:1,). 
The order of the matrix M becomes (“7’) both for even n and for odd a 
(see Appendix 2 for the calculation), andthis is equal to the rank of 23, as WC 
have expected. Let us now give some illustrative examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. The basis of (r& for n = 3 is given by Theorem 6 as 
follows: 
Then we have a matrix representation: 
Moreover 
M:(e:,) = %W, 
and we get 
M&,) = M:(E,) = M&J = 0. 
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More generally, suppose u&, # 0 = cui where ui, uj E (B&r, /3,, E B,, 
and c = & 1, f i, then u&, = &ZQ . Hence any matrix Mj(/3,,), & E !& , 
is Hermitian. Now we can expect that 
M,(Q) = C Mj(eil...ij) + 1 W(eil...i,-,+J = 1 
z 1 
for the representation module (til..& or (ril...in-,+l)K (j = 0, l,..., [i n]), 
and ~ILJ~(E~) = 0, k #j. For the representation module (rt...& of odd n, 
= 2s - 1, it follows that 
(51) 
where notice the note on p. 189 for the summation, and similarly for (r<...& , 
M;(E;) = C MF(e;...i,) = C M;(ei,...i,) = 1, 
t z 
and also 
M,+(E,-) = &if,-($) = 0. 
Consequently from the definitions of e*, (16), we find 
; M:(z) = * (- iy, 
or if we use the representation module rFa...s ,
c f Jq(&.J = f (-W-l s!(s - l)!, 
perm 
(52) 
where zDerrn f denotes a sum over all permutations of the indices with the 
positive sign for even, the negative sign for odd permutations. Since we set 
(12 *** n) as an origin of permutations instead of (l(s + 1) 2(s + 2) a.. ns), 
there occurs a parity (- I)*s(s-l) corresponding to the permutation 
(l(s + 1) 2(s + 2) *** ns) + (12 *.* ?z). 
EXAMPLE 2. If we take a right ideal Q$...~ C (d,), as a representation 
module, we get (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices Mr(&) = Er,+r + E,,,, where 
Etj is a matrix whose $h element is one and all others are zero. In this case it 
follows that Mr(&nY) = 0 (p f A, h f v, p f v). Moreover we obtain 
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and 
Trace M,(q,,...J = 1 + (- l)k (n - 24. 
Hence for even k we have 
or 
and for odd k 
1 k =n; 1 
-1 
1 
t * 
. 
, 
1 
From these one can construct the scalar matrices (const. x unit matrix) 
k = 2,4 ,..., ; _ 1 
1 
for even n 
for odd n, 
(57) 
(61) 
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and 
~1(712...,) = 1 for odd n. (62) 
Taking into account the unity and (52) those 4 n + 1, if n is even, or 8 (n + 5) 
if n is odd, expressions are commutative with all elements in aI and this 
commutativity is independent from the considered representation, namely 
they are commutative with all elements in b, . Moreover those expressions 
are linearly independent and the number of those expressions i equal to that 
of irreducible r presentations f 8, as is stated in Theorem 13. This guaran- 
tees that those expressions exhaust the linearly independent, commutative 
elements in 8, . We are thus able to state the theorem: 
THEOREM 14. Algebra d, has 4 n + 1, if n is eoen, or 4 (n + 5), if n 
is odd, linearly independent expressions : 
1, c 7P,...LL,-,  c 7Lq...tLl, 9 h = 2,4 ,...) _ 
Y 
I; 1 
!.L 
g zny (63) 
and 
7?12...n > C f ,6i,...i, for odd n, (64) 
perm 
which are commutative with all elements in 23, . Any other commutative elements 
in 8, are expressed by the linear combinations of those. 
We shall now take up (ril...& (or (Q,...~~-~+~)~) (j = I,..., [in]) as a 
general representation module and let {eIz...&3a 1 e,,. ..&3A f 0, A E F,} be a 
basis. Employing U, = e,2...j and making use of the fact that 
%2-&k 1: 8 
k = 1, 2,..., j 
K=j+l,j+2 ,..., n
we get the 11 element of the matrix of r], 
Mj(7k)11=!!--l h = 1, 2,..., j h=j+I,j+2 ,..., n.
Hence we compute, 
and from Theorem 14 we obtain scalar matrices 
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where the values of tz are the same as (63), and for odd n 
Mj(7&.J = (- l)n-j. (66) 
In the case where n is odd (n = 2s - 1) and a representation module is 
(tt...& we may select a set (e&...,/3a / e&...,/3,r f 0, A E r,-,) as a basis. 
Employing zll = et,. . s we have 
and we know, moreover, that there exist s matrices M:(TJ whose iith element 
is equal to 1 and n - s matrices M,+(T,,) whose iith element is equal to - 1. 
Consequently the following sums themselves become scalar matrices: 
c M,+h,PJ = - (s - 11, c M~(~,l...,n-2) = (- I)$ (s - l), 
u u 
2 M,+h l...uk) = (- 1)‘” (“k z ;, , k = 3,4 ,...) s - 1, 
P 
Ms’(Qz...,) = (- l)s--l, (67) 
and from the last relation we notice that for any k = 1, 2,..., n 
M,fh,...cl,) = (- 1Y-l MQ+hl...vn-J> (h )**.? pk , VI >***, %-k> = N. 
The same results are obtained for the representation module (r;...JK, 
since we have M-(Q) = M+(Q). 
6. REPRESENTATIONS OF ALGEBRAS 'i&-, AND 8, 
In the representations of B)n-l the orders of the matrices with respect to 
the two successive representation modules (r12...r.& and (rlz...r)K are (rzi) 
and (:), respectively. Now recall the Pascal triangle for the binomial coeffi- 
cients. The identity (&) + (“,) = (“zl) suggests that there may be some 
relations between the representations of b,-, and 23% . 
Consider the basis {ela...,.lgA 1 A E r,} of the representation module (ris..,r)K 
of 8, , r = 0, I,..., [s(n + l)]. An element e,,...,pA in the basis contains & 9 
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e or J?; as the factor having an index n. First we compute the number of 
the elements containing j$ . Actually the explicit forms of pA containing pm 
are 
and the numbers of those factors are 
O( ; “-;I-‘), (;)(“-;,-‘), (I)(“-l-l), Q(“-‘;-‘) 
O( 3’ n--r-l r 2 1 , *--9 r O( n ,I, ‘) ’ (J (” ,‘; ‘) ’
respectively. The total of those, (,EJ, is the number of the elements contain- 
ing I% , and the remaining (:) elements contain .$ or 5;; . Notice that those 
numbers are equal to the orders of the above mentioned matrices. Now let 
M~-l)(/?V) and M,!z;l)(/$) be th e matrix representations of & E %3,-r , 
v = 1, 2,..., n - 1, by the representation modules (~~a...~)~ and (rla...+&, 
respectively, and let 
and p-‘)(lli,) 1 i = 1,2,..., (r” ,)I 
be their respective basis. Then we can recognize the following fact: 
If we set the following correspondence between the basis of the representa- 
tion module of ?B,+r and that of !&: 
z&~)(?&-~) = elB...r-1/3Ait+ ul’)(d,) = e12...rS7nAi 
i = 1, 2,..., n 
( > Y-l ’ 
j = 1,2,..., ’
0 r ’ 
Ai , A; E r,,, , 
then the matrix representation Mu’ of 16, E ?B,, becomes 
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and 
where m and m’ are (,.lfl) x (“;, and (F) x (rtzl) matrices, respectively. 
In particular for I = s = 4 (n + l), when 71 is odd, ~~ra...~ C 8,-i is opera- 
torisomorphic to qs.. . S--1 C 113,-r. In this case we can reduce the matrix 
M’:‘(&), for all & E & , into M$ @ M; by resetting the basis as is shown in 
Theorems 6 and 13. Namely we obtain the “twin representation” [6]. 
Actually it will be observed that 
M:((3,) = M,-(As,) = M:“-%J, v = 1, 2,..., n - 1 
when we set up the following correspondence between the basis of 
@lB...JK c %a-1 and that of (r;i...JKC 2&: 
where A E P,-, , i = 1,2 ,..., (t). For the nth matrices M@,), f3, E ‘Bn , as 
Kemmer implied [6], we have the relation: 
M&In) = f is+ c f M?1’(812...n-1)/[(s - l)!]“, 63) 
perm 
which means that Mu can be derived from My-‘f/3,), fiy E8,-, 
Y = 1) 2 ,...) n - 1. 
PROOF OF (68). Multiplying M$(/3,) on the both sides of (52) from right 
and in view of the fact that /3i,...i,$ canbe rearranged, but for a sign, in the 
form of /3j,...jn-13a2 or /3j1...~~-,~j,-,& (= 0), where all j# II, we get 
c zt M.3 12...4 * Mi%G? = f t- i)szpl [(s - 1Y12M%J9 (69) 
perm 
and we know already that Mf(f31z...n-l) = M~-1)(/31,,..n-1). On the other 
hand, the diagonal matrices Mf#n2) whose diagonal elements are one or zero 
are commutative with Mf(,9il...i,-1) of any index (il *-- indl) where 
i = 1, 2,..., 71- 1. Hence at least Mf@n2)jj = Mf(j3nz)kL = 1 for such j and 
k as Mf(/3. zl...i,-l)jlc # 0. Thus Mfpn2) behave like aunit matrix so far as the 
relation (69) is concerned, and we obtain (68). It will be noticed that we have 
started from the representation module (t:,...JK, so the factor Pa-l is dif- 
ferent from that of [6]. 
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As a summary the structure of algebra 23, is illustrated by the following 
table, in which the right ideals can be replaced by the left ideals: 
Right ideal 
Number of 
right ideals 
Idempotent 
Rank of 
right ideal 
Ideal 
and its rank 
l i;) C) ... (, ” 1) l 
eo ei eij . . . efl-.in-l e12-.n 
Matrix 
represent. 
Order 
of matrix 
The central part of this table becomes, according to either 12 is even or odd, as 
follows: 
even 12 (m = Jn) odd B (S = +(n + 1)) 
. . . (” f Y) 
ei,...i 
(: :^:I; . . . 
ei,...i . . . . . . 
n+1 2 . . . I --an, 
( I- 
I . . . 
m 
. . . 
(ql) (n;l) 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
+ ..* rjl...is ri,...i . . . li 
n . . . 
0 
n 
0 
. . . 
s s 
. . . et...i8 eil...i . . . 
. . . ;yl) ;+) . . . 
. . . &!(“y a;,$(“f’)* . . . 
. . . 
. . . (ql) (ql) . . . 
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APPENDIX 1. ON TOKUOKA’S TREATMENT 
In this appendix we set n = 4. Tokuoka’s projection operators P, P,..., elo 
[8] are written by our notations as follows: 
P= e1234 9 R = 2 eijk , R =Ceij; 
i=l 
el = e. , e5 = I-' + P = cl , elo -= R + R = c2 , 
and note that e1 (es) is a sum of five (ten) factors. Ifwe consider the mapping 
Pu - B, = 4% = rs,Q 7 P, are the elements of Tokuora’s Salgebra (sub- 
algebra made from the matrices of order 5), and the mapping 
/3, -+ p: = c2pLI = flue2 forms a lo-algebra. Our notations mean that p, E a, , 
pk E a, and cop, = /3,eo C a,. Thus the elements in S-algebra re written by 
using ([+, t-, p) instead of (1, /3, v), for example 
?, = elB4 - C f% -I- 2e, - 
i-l 
Moreover, though he has intuitively presented the algebraic relations 
specifying the 5- and lo-algebra, this condition should be immediately given 
by (1) and (63) h h w ic are written by p,, and Q instead of /3,, and Q . In fact 
corresponding to the equations (V) and (V’) in [8], the relations 
c ‘lu - c rl,” = - 2
r from (61) c LA - %234 = 3 
generate the Salgebra. For the lo-algebra the relations 
c 11:. - Cd” = 2 
I 
from (65) 
c qI:,* - $234 = - 1 
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correspond to the equations (X) and (xl) in [8]. From those conditions one 
can derive all relations which reduce the rank of !B3, to that of considered 
subalgebra. This fact should hold for any value of n. 
APPENDIX 2. CALCULATIONS ON BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
The following are the well-known formulas which are used here: 
and 
~i”ik1)1=(~~~)=2(2nn+1)=2~(~)(11~1). (A2) 
a=0 
The left-hand side of (11) becomes 
k = 0, 2,4 ,..., < n - s 
=$in -sn-fk) (s’,““) (” -;,,“;+ ‘) 
by (Al) 
i=&k, i = 0, l,..., [i (n - s)]. 
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This is a right-hand side of (11). Furthermore summing up over s, the left- 
hand side of (12) becomes 
In Theorem 13 the order of matrix M is given by 
and 
for 
and both yield 
+~(“‘,‘~=(“;‘) by (A2). 
APPENDIX 3. pX SATISFYING eIpX = pXeJ 
An element ,8X satisfying the relation e&r = pXeJ (I = (iri, *+* &) and 
J = (j,jz a*-j,)) which appears often in the text, is found as follows: 
1) If e, E a, and eJ 4 a, , then fir = 0 by the orthogonality relation of the 
ideals. 
2) If er, eJ E a, and q = T, we obtain one and only one element 
/% = IhI’) , (ry) = ii j;i;l j; . -0 iij; ,
where 
I’ = (ii , i; )...) ii) = I n p and J’=(j;,jk ,..., j;)=ln/, 
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andfisacomplementofI:Iuf=N,I~~=O, 
3) If e,, eJ E a,. and q = n - Y + 1, then we get one and only one ele- 
ment 
where 
I”=(i;‘,i;,...,i;)=InJ and J” = (j;‘,jl)..., j;-,) =IFJ. 
It should be noted that for odd n and r = q = 4 (n + 1) there exist two 
solutions p(fJ’) and p(pJ”) . In this case 2Zf 2m - 1 = n because of 
I’u~“uJ’uJ”=N and AnB=O where A, B=I', I”, J’, J” and 
A # B. This leads to the fact that there exists one and only one element Y 
satisfying the relation e:Y = Ye,+ as follows: 
where c = + 1 for odd Y (= 8 (n + 1)) and c = & i for even Y. The signs & 
of c depend upon I and J. 
If we denote ,6~ = /3ap...02z1 corresponding to pX = /?51za...mP, then 
tL$&. = eJ and /3x/3x = el. Hence Bx satisfies the relation 
As an application, we consider the proposition [4] “right ideals er%, and f?JBn 
are isomorphic if and only if there exist elements Y and 2 in BS such that 
eIyeJ = Y, eJzeI = 2, YZ = eI and ZY = eJ”. From (46) in the text we 
find Y and 2: Y = e,& = &eJ and 2 = eJ& = &el, where & and & 
are obtained as above and &-PC = e, , ,8&c = eJ in the above cases of 2) 
and 3). That is if e, , eJ E a, , then er.%& and t-J!&, are isomorphic. 
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